Abstract-In this paper we present spike-based label propagation for community detection in undirected graphs. Using a fully connected system of deterministic spiking neurons driven by external currents, the generated spike responses are decoded into binary signals and the Hamming distance between pairs of signals is used to group vertices into communities. We test our approach on a set of graph instances of 128 vertices and either homogeneous or heterogeneous community size distributions. Our results are presented as proof-of-concept that spiking neurons can be incorporated into graphical analysis tasks, and as a demonstration of a computing workflow that can utilize neuromorphic hardware without extensive pre-training of network parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computing with pulsed (or spiking) neural networks [1] , [2] has advanced in recent years with the development of neuromorphic hardware [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . Two main applications have been: biological modeling, and the adaptation of deep learning algorithms to incorporate spiking signals. The derivation of spiking-based back propagation methods [7] , [8] , and spike-based Gibbs sampling methods [9] has resulted in the successful adaptation of convolutional neural networks [10] , restricted Boltzmann machines [11] and recurrent neural networks [12] for neuromorphic systems. However, these applications require significant computational overhead to pretrain neural networks before they are then adapted into a spikebased formalism.
There is growing interest in applications for neuromorphic hardware that fall outside the realm of deep learning or biological modeling. Spike-based annealing methods have been developed in order to solve optimization problems, such as the Traveling Salesman, graph coloring and MAX-SAT [13] , [14] on neuromorphic hardware. Additionally, there have been recent studies showing spiking neurons can be used for Markovian random walks [15] and general scientific computing [16] .
Community detection is a difficult problem to solve, but its ubiquity in many scientific disciplines has lead to the proliferation of methods [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] and algorithms [21] . Correlations play an important role in label propagation [22] , [23] and other Potts model-based methods [24] , [25] , K. E. Hamilton and T. S. Humble are with the Quantum Computing Institute, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6015 USA e-mail: hamiltonke@ornl.gov.
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A spiking neuron will fire along all of its outgoing synapses and we believe the incorporation of this isotropic behavior can potentially speed up graphical analysis. In this work we define spike-based label propagation (SLP) which incorporates correlated dynamics of spiking neurons into community detection for undirected graphs. Previous studies of SLP have focused on how the collective dynamics of spiking neuron populations can lead to large scale synchronization [28] , [29] using systems of leaky-integrate and fire neurons and also Kumamoto oscillators [30] . Our approach uses leaky integrate and fire neurons and propagates labels through the network based on local correlations between spiking neurons. However, our approach relies on the identification of specific spike dynamics caused by applying external stimulus to a single neuron. We do not use a global inhibitor function, instead a high density of inhibitory synapses control and limit the global spike dynamics.
II. DEFINITIONS
We identify communities in unweighted graphs with no self-loops or multiple edges. A graph G = G(V, E) is fully defined using a vertex set V (G) = {v i } and a set of symmetric connections (E(G) = {e ij }, e ij = e ji = (v i , v j )). A spiking neuron system (SNS) is similarly defined S = S(N k , W ); using a neuron set (N k = {n i }, k = (v th , t R , τ )), and a set of synaptic connections (W = {w ij }, w ij = w ji = (n i , n j ), = (s w )). The choice of parameters is dependent on the underlying spiking neuron model and is further explained in Sec. II-A.
Each neuron has a time dependent internal state which is quantified by a membrane potential (n i (t)). This potential function controls the spiking behavior of the neuron: if n i (t) < v th then no spike will be detected, if n i (t) ≥ v th a spike is fired. The synaptic weights control the effect an arriving spike has on the membrane potential: the arrival of a spike causes a change in potential ∆n = s w . The output of a spiking neural system is a spike raster, which is a recording of when every neuron fires a spike. For each neuron a spike train is defined by all the times that neuron fires a spike over the course of a simulation.
A spin glass mapping takes a graph G(V, E) to a fully connected SNS S(N, W ): every vertex v i to a neuron n i (|V | = |N |) and every edge in E(G) to a positive-weighted synapse e ij → w ij ∈ W (S), s w > 0. Any edge absent in G is created in W (S) as an negative-weighted synapse e ij / ∈ E(G) → w ij ∈ W (S), s w < 0. Spikes are transmitted between adjacent neurons via the weighted synaptic arXiv:1801.03571v2 [cond-mat.dis-nn] 22 Oct 2018 connections, and we assume that the transmission is done without attenuation. As a result: strongly connected vertices of a graph will map to groups of neurons which are strongly connected by positively weighted synapses. Neurons in the same community are identified by a high degree of similarity in their binary spike vectors; a converse of the well-known aphorism in Hebbian learning [31] ,"if neurons fire together, they should wire together."
A. Spiking neuron model
We choose to build our method with leaky-integrate and fire (LIF) neurons and ideal synaptic connections due to their use in near-term neuromorphic hardware [4] , [32] . While there are many parameters that are incorporated into this model, we define our neurons using as few parameters as possible. A neuron in our model is fully defined by its spiking threshold v th , rest voltage v 0 and decay rate τ . The membrane potential of each neuron, is described by the differential equation:
The state of a neuron can change in time due to the decay of any accumulated charge, by an external driving current I ext or the arrival of a spike. When a spike arrives at neuron n i from neuron n j at time t = t f alters the state n i (t f ) by w ij ; where δ(t − t f ) = 1 at the firing time of a neuron, and the synaptic weight s w associated with the synapse w ij can be positive or negative. We include a unit resistance factor R = 1Ω to ensure the first term of J ext (t) has the appropriate units.
B. Generation of spike trains
We generate spiking dynamics by applying external currents to the SNS. At any time during the system evolution, only one neuron is driven by an external current, but depending on the neuron parameters (firing threshold, time constant) and synapse weight s w , it is possible that correlated spiking responses can be generated by spikes traveling between neurons strongly connected by positive synapses while simultaneously suppressing spiking responses between weakly connected neurons.
When an external driving current is applied, Eq. (2), J ext (t) contains the external current term,
We use external currents that generate uniform spike patterns (spike emitted at a uniform firing rate). The simplest external current that leads to uniform spike firing is a constant external current I ext (t) = I. In order to generate uniform spiking in a discrete time interval the spin glass spiking neural networks are driven by a sequence of Heaviside step currents (approximated by hyperbolic tangent functions). Each neuron in the system is driven separately by an external current term:
The pulse height A max is chosen such that external current is strong enough to rapidly drive a neuron across its firing threshold and the constant β is chosen such that when the pulse is turned on the external potential quickly reaches A max . Ensuring a minimal rise time for each square pulse also reduces the overlap between subsequent pulses applied to different neurons, and any potential change caused by I ext is assumed to fully decay from a driven neuron before any other neuron is driven. Nonetheless, when simulating the dynamics of spiking neurons, the use of numerical integration introduces the possibility that a spike can be fired before I ext R = A max . Finally, the pulse width t A = t 2 − t 1 is chosen such that the driven neuron will fire multiple spikes to its neighbors and can generate multiple secondary spikes. When a neuron n i is being driven by an external current, it is sending weighted spikes to its neighbors. In Ref. [33] , we discussed how to balance the driving parameters, and the neuron model parameters such that the arrival of 2 positively weighted spikes at neuron n j will lead to the firing of a spike. In Eq. (2), I(t) contains only the synapse term,
Once a primary spiking neuron has fired a neuron, it will enter a refractory period, during which of length t R ; any arriving spikes or external current will not have any effect on the membrane potential. Under square pulse driving, the dynamics of a spin glass SNS is decoupled, neurons fire either due to an external current, or due to the arrival of positively weighted spikes, but never both.
C. Spike train decoding
Binary decoding of a spike train converts the spike times over a duration of time T into a binary vector x i . From the spike raster, we convert each spike train to a binary vector x m i of length L = T /∆t, by first fixing a time window ∆t. The k th vector entry x i (k) = 1 if at least one spike occurs during this time window [t k , t k + ∆t], otherwise the vector entry is 0. The resulting binary vector x (m) i can also include the (known) community label (m). Using the binary decoded spike trains, the degree of similarity between pairs of neurons is quantified using a Hamming distance metric [34] . This metric is,
where h(x i , x j ) is the Hamming distance between two nlength binary vectors x i , x j . If H(x i , x j ) → 1, then two spike trains are considered "similar," but if H(x i , x j ) → 0 then two spike trains are considered "dissimilar." In the case where either x i or x j is an inactive (non-firing) neuron we hard-wire in the condition that H(x i , x j ) = 0. For the remainder of this work we will refer to Eq. (6) as the Hamming similarity and use it to discern which spiking neurons (and vertices) are in the same community. Though the width of the time window (∆t) does not appear explicitly in Eq. (6), it parameterizes the Hamming similarity Graph by determining the length and weight of each binary vector x i . If ∆t is narrow, such that each window can only contain a single spike, then the weight of the binary vector x i 1 is maximized, however the overall vector length will grow and as a result the factor h(x i , x j )/L can become very small. Similarly, if ∆t is wide and each window contains multiple spikes, the vector length n can become very short, but the Hamming distance between vectors decreases. Again, as a result the factor h(x i , x j )/L can become very small. In Sec. IV we further discuss how it is necessary to balance maximizing h(x i , x j ) while minimizing L.
III. SPIKING LABEL PROPAGATION
The similarity measure in Eq. 6 is used to incorporate the binary decoded spike trains {x i } into SLP. In Ref. [22] , labels are propagated according to "consensus" between neighboring vertices. For binary decoded spike trains, we assign the same community labels to vertices with similarity measures above a pre-determined threshold value,
We build a set of benchmark graph instances using software available at [35] , which implements the algorithms described in [36] . The graph order remains fixed at 128 vertices, and by varying the mean and minimum degree and community size, we generate a set of benchmark graphs with known community memberships. These are randomly connected graphs and the analysis in the remainder of this paper uses only a single instance of each benchmark graph. In this work we focus on identifying communities in graphs with known ground truths, non-overlapping communities, and each vertex on a graph is only assigned a single community membership. The Girvan-Newman benchmark graph [36] , [37] contains 4 equal order communities each with 32 vertices. It is generated using an average vertex degree d = d max = 16 and Q min = Q max = 32. The remaining graphs are generated using the target parameters: d = D and Q min = Q max = 2D. However, depending on the value of D some graph instances G i have a larger average degree. The community distributions are summarized in Table I . The graphs are converted to fully connected spiking neural systems and the resulting dynamics and spiking behavior is simulated using the Python library Brian2 [38] with the following neuron parameters: v th = 0.8 V, v 0 = v R = 0.0 V, τ = 25 ms, t R = 20 ms, and synaptic weight amplitude |s w | = 0.75 V.
The square pulse sequence consists of 128 homogeneous square pulses with shape parameters: β = 50.0s −1 , A M AX = 12.0 V, t pulse = 200 ms and subsequent pulses were separated by a gap of 200 ms. During square pulse driving a neuron would fire a total of 10 spikes with frequency δ 1 ≈ 0.21 ms. In response, its nearest neighbors will fire a total of 10/2 = 5 spikes with frequency δ 2 ≈ 0.42 ms. The use of low-order numerical integration methods and approximating a square pulse using a continuous function introduced slight variations in the firing rate, however the total number of spikes fired was not affected. Analogous to randomizing the vertex set in the algorithm of Ref. [22] we randomize the order in which neurons are driven.
In Ref. [33] it was demonstrated that the Hamming metric given in Eq. (6) is linearly separable and can be used to distinguish individual communities. The linear separability of the Hamming metric is dependent on: the fraction of neurons in a system which are driven, and the width ∆t used for binary decoding. Our analysis and decoding uses a fixed time step of ∆t = 0.03 seconds, which is larger than δ 1 but smaller than δ 2 . This time step maximizes the similarity between primary and secondary spiking responses. It is large enough to contain two spikes fired by a neuron being driven by a square pulse, but only one spike fired in response to arriving pulses.
We construct a spin-glass SNS and drive all neurons with identical square pulses to generate 128 spike trains. Each neuron (n i )is initialized with a unique label (y (0) i = i), the Hamming similarity threshold (h 0 ) is fixed, and then we update the label of each neuron. In the algorithm described in [22] , the label of a vertex is updated such that it agrees with the majority of the neighboring vertex labels. Our update rule chooses a neuron to be the source (x 0 ), and its label is fixed (y 0 ). By comparing all neurons to the source, we assign the label y 0 to any neuron with similarity measure that satisfies H(x 0 , x j ) ≥ h 0 . This is repeated for all 128 neurons, with each subsequent source neuron chosen at random. In these initial tests of SLP we only use fully driven neuron sets. Each graph instance in Table I is generated with a set of ground truth community memberships A = {Q i }. SLP is initialized with 128 unique labels and after testing each neuron's similarity against every other neuron in the system, the labels will converge to a final label set which is a distribution of community memberships B = {Q j }.
In Fig. 1 the number of unique labels as a function of h 0 is shown for the graphs in Table I . If the Hamming threshold is chosen too low the label set quickly collapses to the trivial solution {y i } = [0, 127]; no labels change and each vertex is considered a unique community. The only exception was for a complete graph K 128 , which never deviated from returning a single community label.
Several graph instances exhibited a quasi-stable solution between the trivial solutions at |{y (F ) }| = |{Q i }| corresponding to the known number of communities, except for the sparsest graph instance G A . For the graph instances G B , G C , G D , G E , G F , such solutions exist where SLP converges to a non-trivial label set. The range of h 0 values that return these solutions indicate that the label assignments are somewhat robust with respect to small deviations in h 0 . To quantify how well these quasi-stable solutions compare to the known community distributions we use the variance of information VI(A, B) [39] , [40] , to compare how many vertices in a community q k ∈ {Q j } are found in a community q l ∈ {Q i },
Where H(A), H(B) is the Shannon entropy of each distribution, and M I(A, B) measures the mutual information between community memberships A and B. When {Q j } = {Q i } then VI(A, B) = 0. The trivial solutions can also be identified from the variance of information, for the graph instances in Table  I , the values of the variance of information is given in Table  II for the trivial solutions. For the graph instances with nontrivial solutions, we give the range of h 0 where VI(A, B) = 0 in Table III . Graphs G G , G H , K 128 contain only community, reflected by VI(A, B) 1 = 0. The convergence to a non-trivial label set, is dependent on the Hamming metric threshold h 0 but h 0 cannot be used to generate an arbitrary partitioning of G into Q communities and a value of h 0 that returns Q labels many not correspond to an optimal Q-partitioning of a graph. The quasi-stable solutions assign the same label to all vertices in the same community, 
IV. DISCUSSION
The convergence of SLP to non-trivial solutions is dependent on: the SNS mapping and the density of added negative weighted synapses, and the Hamming similarity of Eq. 6. Section IV-A, discusses how the fully connected spin glass mapping is too restrictive for graphs with very sparse communities. Section IV-B, discusses how the choice of embedding and the choice of driving parameters (∆t, h 0 , t A , δ) affect the label convergence. In this section we restrict our analysis to what can affect a single iteration of SLP.
A. Graph connectivity and spike propagation
To define a mapping between a graph and a spiking neuron system, we need to identify characteristics that will be useful in identifying strongly connected graph vertices while avoiding loss of information which is encoded in the network topology [41] . This section will focus on how local connectivity will determine which neurons fire in response to a driven neuron and in particular we discuss how the fully connected spin glass embedding is overly restrictive for graphs with sparse communities. Though every edge of the original graph is included in the spiking neuron system, the density of inhibitory synapses causes loss of information about connections in sparse graphs.
Modularity-based community detection algorithms have a well-known resolution limit, which some spin glass approaches to community detection can avoid [42] , [40] . Modularity-based methods tend to fail when trying to find very small communities in very large networks (|Q i | ∼ |E(G)|).
In Table I G A , G B , G C all have community sizes that fall below this resolution limit. Yet, only G A (the graph with the smallest communities) failed to converge to quasi-stable solutions at |y F | = |{Q i }|. We believe that for very sparse communities, the use of fully connected SNS imposes an artificial resolution limit to SLP.
To demonstrate this, we ran SLP on two graph instances G A and G D with embeddings that are sparser than fully connected spin glasses. Under the spin-glass mapping, between any pair of neurons there is a length-1 path (a synapse) that is either a positively or negatively weighted. The inhibition by a single negatively weighted synapse can be mitigated if multiple, positive-weighted length-2 paths also exist between a driven neuron and a neuron which is not connected by a single positive synapse. To explore the effect of negatively weighted synapses in sparse graphs, we introduced an embedding where inhibitory synapses are only added between pairs of neurons with a high number of length-2 paths between them:
The minimum variance of information for G A is given in Table IV , and for G D is given in Table V . We tested several threshold values and also the direct mapping of a graph in which zero inhibitory synapses are used. The sparser graph G A showed an improvement in community identification for sparser embeddings, which the denser graph G D continued to return the exact ground truth. Neither graph was able to return the ground truth memberships when using the direct mapping, in fact G D returned the trivial solution of only 1 community.
B. Neuron parameters and Hamming similarity
The performance of SLP depends on the similarity of the binary decoded spike trains, which is quantified by the Hamming distance in Eq. 6. Additionally, the choice of Hamming metric threshold (h 0 ) controls the ability to distinguish each community. The linear separability of Eq. (6) was previously discussed in Section III with respect to the size of the decoding window ∆t. It was found that choosing a time window of ∆t that satisfies δ 1 < ∆t < 2δ 1 t A will minimize the distance between the binary vector of a driven neuron and any neuron spiking in response. This fixes the length of each vector at L = T /∆t, where T = t f − t 0 is defined by: t f , the time the final neuron fires its final spike and t 0 the time that the first neuron fires its first spike.
It is observed in Fig. 1 that as the number of communities in the graph grows, and the relative size of each community becomes smaller in relation to the overall graph order, the non-trivial solutions become less stable. It can be inferred that the sparsity of the graph will affect the spiking behavior by reducing the number of neurons that fire in response to a driven neuron. For a short pulse, only a few spikes will be fired by a driven neuron, and fewer will be fired by neighboring neurons. These sparse spike trains will result in binary vectors x i with very few nonzero entries and the term h(x i , x j )/L can become very small. To compensate for this spike reduction, we can increase the length of the driving pulse t A which will change the Hamming distance between two vectors (x i , x j ) by increasing or decreasing |x i | 1 , while holding |x j | 1 constant (or vice versa). In Fig. 3 , increasing the length of t A leads to denser spike trains. Its effect on the overall label set convergence is that a longer pulse can lead to more stable label sets (see Fig.  4 ). However, this will also increase the overall duration of the spiking dynamics simulation, and in turn increase the vector length which can reduce the efficacy of the term h(x i , x j )/L in Eq. (6) .
To minimize the increase in the vector length L, and reduce the number of 0 entries in all vectors, then δ must be kept short, but cannot be arbitrarily set. We do not incorporate a floor on the potential value, instead we require the time constant τ to be small enough that any effects incurred during a square pulse have effectively decayed away before the next pulse is applied: each neuron in a system is always assumed to be within 10% of the resting voltage v 0 when a square pulse is applied to any neuron. There is a limit to how small δ can be, decreasing the gap between pulses requires that τ becomes smaller so any voltage difference incurred from arriving spikes must completely decay away. Yet as τ decreases, this requires an increase in the synaptic weight in order to ensure the correlated spike dynamics are generated.
To demonstrate this, we ran multiple SLP instances on G A with various values for τ, δ, α while keeping v th , A M AX and t A constant. To ensure the localized spiking behavior is generated we impose two constraints on the parameters:
The condition in Eq. 11 ensures that 2 spikes are sufficient to cause a neuron to spike and is found by integrating the equation of motion in Eq. 2. The second condition is a heuristic that ensures that any change in a neuron's potential has sufficiently decayed away before a new pulse is applied to a system. We assume a lower bound on the suppressed neuron potential of (2 − D ), from a neuron which is completely disconnected from a driven neuron and its nearest neighbors. For the sparsest graph instance G A this was sufficient, however we do not expect this lower bound to hold for more densely connected graphs.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have described SLP, a label propagation method that incorporates spiking neurons by mapping a graph G(V, E) to a fully-connected SNS S(N, W ). The convergence of SLP to the ground truth community memberships is dependent on the similarity between neuron spiking behavior This current implementation of SLP relies on static synapses and label propagation is implemented after all neurons in S are driven. In Section III, we showed that a fully connected SNS was able to return the ground truth memberships for graphs with dense communities, however this mapping was overly restrictive for graphs with sparse communities.
Our goal in deriving SLP was to find an algorithm for spiking neurons that did not require extensive pre-training in order to set the parameters of S. In SLP, a graph is used to define the connections of a system of spiking neurons with parameters that can be determined from closed form analytic expressions [33] . The spiking neurons are used to quickly generate spiking dynamics used in later analysis. In this work, the generation of spiking data is done through numerical simulation of nonlinear neuron dynamics, but SLP has been adapted and deployed on neuromorphic hardware [43] .
Conventional label propagation updates the label for a given vertex by comparing to the labels of the nearest neighboring vertices. Our spiking implementation of label propagation updates the labels for a set of vertices depending on the similarity of their associated spike trains with the spike train associated with a given vertex. Conventional label propagation may require several iterations through the vertex set before it converges to a final partition. Our spiking label propagation can converge to a stable set of labels within a few label updates, or it can require iterating through the entire neuron set once.
Future development of SLP is focused on incorporating synaptic plasticity. This will allow for the weights of S to change. This would incorporate more spiking neuron dynamics, and can improve performance on graphs with communities of varying sparsity. Recently, an initial study in to developing adaptive SLP methods has been implemented. [44] .
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